Faculty Works Display

Guidelines

Faculty Works will be the product of a significant scholarly effort published by Northeastern faculty authors between January 2017 and December 2017. The product will differ with the various disciplines. In many cases it will be a monograph that has been published following an independent review. In the field of art, it may be a juried piece or production. Further examples are offered below. The major work is differentiated from the many other products of scholarly activity such as journal articles, self-published books and teaching aides. The lists below are not intended to be all-inclusive. If you are unsure if your work meets the criteria, please send it along to your Dean’s office and your Dean will decide. If your Dean is unsure, she/he can forward it to the Office of the Provost for consideration.

Examples

Works that fall within definition
- Books published by independent publishers
- Juried creative major works
- Textbooks
- Monographs
- Journal editorships only if the editor also contributed at least one article
- Digital materials published by independent publishers
- Online journal *

Works that do NOT fall within definition
- Publisher’s book translation, unless original work not recognized before
- Self-published books or digital materials, unless some evidence of external validation
- Conference proceedings
- Journal articles
- Student workbooks
- Lab manuals
- Research reports
- Field guides or instruction manuals
- Book chapters (unless book is also edited by the author of the chapter)

* If online journal, please provide the actual published journal or a print-out of the cover or some graphics or something mounted on foam core or put in a frame or somehow made able to stand up